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Jet Noise Reports, January 2015 – June, 2018 
 

 Reports by Totals, comparing January-June with previous years 

 Reports by Loudness 

 Reports of Noise by Hour of the Day 

 Daily Noise Profile 

 Comments submitted with each report, revealing human impacts 

The San Juan County Jet Aircraft Noise Reporting website http://sjcgis.org/aircraft-noise-reporting/  was developed and 

approved by the County Council to enable San Juan County residents to have a reliable source for recording and tracking their 

comments and complaints about jet noise from Naval Air Station Whidbey Island. Reporting began on May 15, 2014; data has 

been analyzed for this report since January 2015. 

As these reports are compiled it has become increasingly apparent that some residents are reporting multiple noise incidents 

in their comments and in the section titled “Time”, but they are consolidating these incidents into one single report.  See the 

comments on page 6 for examples. A report is only counted once despite the internal reference to multiple incidents.  Thus, 

the number of noise incidents is actually much larger than the number of reports.  

Some residents have instruments that measure the decibels inside their home, as seen in a number of the comments. Noise 

level is measured in decibels, with lawn mowers producing around 90 dB. This is louder than traffic noise -- which averages 

around 80 dB. As seen in reports now and over the past years, and currently,  Growler jets are producing anywhere from 65 to 

118 dBA inside homes. 

Total noise events in 2018 are on track to match 2015 through 2017. There has been no relief for County residents. The 

Comments beginning on page 6 tell the human story.  

http://sjcgis.org/aircraft-noise-reporting/
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For example, reports submitted reporting noise 11:00 am through 11:59am are clustered in the 11 o'clock hour. Some reports do not include a specific time.  

For those, related data may indicate Day or Evening.  In some cases, time of the noise event cannot be discerned from entered data and is recorded as N/A. 
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This chart presents the number of noise reports by day, from January,  2017, through June 30, 2018.  As seen in this chart, there are many days 

when the noise is so excessive that there are many reports. Interspaced are days with few reports. The Navy persists in using “annual noise 

averaging,” significantly underestimating of the impact of jet noise. 
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Comments Submitted with May, June, 2018 Reports 

Did not see since I was originally asleep, but seemed to fly very low right 

above us. 

Could not see the jet because of clouds, loud enough to disrupt a 

conversation 

Loud jet roar in the sky, south Lopez. I am inside, why does jet noise 

penetrate my home? 

A very long, continuous roar, rumble and vibration from Whidbey.  This has 

been an awful day, filled with jet noise. Glad I do not have any visitors here, 

though I never invite anyone anyway. Ashamed of the noise of Lopez caused 

by Whidbey. 

Long-lasting jet roaring in the sky. Cloudy so I cannot see, but sounds like 

Navy jet...Growler? 

Loud jet overhead.  A prolonged roar, much like the Growler, though it is 

cloudy and I cannot see it. Disturbed a conversation. 

Low rumbling in the skies due to jet activity.  Annoying because we were 

having a rare opportunity to sit in the garden and have a conversation in the 

sunshine. Discouraged, came inside. 

LOW LOUD GROWLER IVER LOPEZ VILLAGE! 

I did not hear the aircraft but I had to stop talking to the person I was with 

Low rumbling noise from the SE at 9:00 AM, The noise fades but comes back 

strong at 9:17,at 9:28 a new outburst of jet noise comes from above with jet 

noise going from NW to SE, at 9:35 another flare up of jet noise, and another 

at 9:48. 

Jet noise coming  se to s. Noise lasted for 10 minutes 

Could not see jet, noise lasted for about 1 minute 

Too much disruptive jet noise rumbling in the skies. Coming from the south 

of Lopez. Commercial aircraft fly overhead with no significant noise.  Navy 

jets have unacceptable noise levels. 

Definitely not a commercial airplane-too fast and intrusively loud 

Jet noise is 60 to 70 decibels, lasting through the morning until 1:15 

Big loud roar from Whidbey.  When jets are that noise, with no noise 

mitigation, they do not belong here.  I blame Larsen, Murray and Cantwell 

for their ignorance on this. 

DEAFENING jet noise as Growler streaks from northwest to the southeast 

over Mud Bay.  DEAFENING.  The noise filled the sky.  Had to cover my ears. 

Still roaring as I type this. 2:38pm, Saturday. 

You can always tell a Nevy jet.  There is a big roar, and then a tiny bit of 

quiet, then another long roar and rumble.  Like right now.  Lopez Southend. 

Periodic jet noise from the south.  Can't see the jet, but the low 

rumbling/roaring is unmistakable and distracting since at first I look up from 

my work thinking someone is pulling into the driveway. 

5:27pm. May 23.  Loud jet roaring South End Lopez.  LOOOONG roar, 

followed by the second roar, which is the signature of the Growler.  The roar 

continues as I type this.  Still going..  Disruptive. I am inside and the roar 

penetrates my home. 

6:04pm. May 31.  Low rumbling from jets flying south end Lopez. 

9:11pm. Commercial jets rarely emit a discernible noise as they pass 

overhead. Navy jets, however, have a loud and long roar, like a coal train 

passing 100 feet away.  So, that is what has penetrated my home tonight.  

Jet rumble and roar. South Lopez 
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Chadwick Marsh, National Monument lands: Hugh Blasts! Ducks rising of the 

marsh. Larsen , Murray, Cantwell have created a War Training zone over over 

our National Monument lands. 

Creepy thunder in the skies, mostly to the south- vibrating through this 

home and its inhabitants.  Unhealthy environment.  Just when one needs to 

sleep to wake up early for work- expect this for hours. 

Very loud during sunset 

It's after midnite. 12:14am. I sleep with the window open, or at least I try to. 

But there has been low rumbling, deep, like far off continuous thunder. 

Sleepless and bothered, I finally got up. I can hear it now as jet noise. So 

making this report. 

I'm trying to sleep and the jet noise is very disturbing 

Middle of the night and there are still EA-18G growlers passing overhead and 

nearby marring sleep for people of all kind in western Anacortes and Fidalgo 

Island.  Harming health and productivity at any age.  Growlers 

extremely loud vibration.  Unable to carry on conversation.  Felt vibration in 

chest 

Very loud, waking me up, Again the jet noise happened at 9:07am, growler 

jets flying east to west 

Low rumbling noise, but loud enough to interrupt a conversation 

6/6/2018 Wed., S LOPEZ: 7:50am - 10am constant roaring.  No FCLP's 

scheduled until evening - and yet - sounds like FCLP and the Navy has not 

bothered to update the schedule. In a War Training Zone the lives of the 

residents don't matter. 

The noise was so loud it would rumble everything around. It would get loud 

and then slowly disappear, the times were:9:51 Am, 8:05Am, 8:25Am, 

8:33AM, 8:35AM, 8:49 AM and again at 9:19 

Periodic loud low frequency noise from jets departing NAS Whidbey 

Rudely awakened this morning by a loud jet noise, roaring .  Not just a little 

roar, but a LONG loud roar.  After a very late night working, I did not 

appreciate this. 

Ongoing rumble and vibrations caused by aircraft 

Jets started roaring at 8:30 and continued solid for 30 minutes 

irritating vibrations and sound reverberating over the island that is having an 

otherwise spectacular morning of peace and beauty 

low rumbling to the SE at 8:48am. 11:12 am very loud jet noise to the SE, 

noise continues 2 more times 

Loud jet roar in the skies this morning.  South end of Lopez. Disturbed my 

morning break outside. 

6/5/2018 Tue., S LOPEZ: Huge Roaring.  No FCLP's scheduled until Evening - 

so what is this???? roaring continued from 9am - noon. 

Very very loud jet noise. 

Very loud rumbling at our horse barn.  It’s difficult to hear anything. � 

Loud tumbling noise distractred and interruptrd conversation 

6/12/2018 Tue., S LOPEZ: 75 decibels in the house 

9:23 am, very loud jet noise over 60 decibels, 10:07 again very loud jet noise 

between 60 and 70 decibels, 11:39 am two fighters jets visible, over 80 

decibels 
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9:25am.  Sudden tremendous roar and vibration hits us. Jet action.  Long 

rumbling.  Lopez South. 

Very low jets, flying low over the top of Chadwick hill, flying east to west 

The jet noise started around 9:30 and continued throughout the entire day, 

Jet noise was measured between 60 to 80 decibels 

6/28/2018 Thur., S LOPEZ: Natl. Monument lands: 9:30am - 11:25am  HUGE 

Roaring, no FCLPs scheduled - but of course the Navy doesn't bother to 

update schedules. 

Another loud jet overhead.  Disturbing when I can hear it in the house even 

though all doors and windows are closed.  That is not acceptable. 

9:33am.  I am on a conference call and CANNOT HEAR the conversation 

because the jet noise roaring above  overrides it.  GO AWAY!!!! 

The rumbling of jets has started this morning. 

The last few weeks have been blissfully peaceful like pre-growler days. but 

today the roaring has returned. Peaceful quiet of this beautiful place is 

shattered. 

6:30pm, Tues.  Navy jets roaring around overhead.  They are not directly 

overhead, but the roar is quite loud, with the typical long roar and then 

another burst of roar. 

more jet noise fr whidbey 

6/20/2018 Wed., S LOPEZ: 4 huge Blasts rolling across Rosario Straights. 

Rumbling most of the morning 

give us frienlies a break — screaming jet early on a wkend morning?  pls stop 

-  practice on mars. 

Jet noise overhead.  Loud.  9:53am. South End of Lopez. 

3 jets flying in formation, flying low and easily seen 

ANOTHER VERY LOUD JET.  South end Lopez. An annoying morning. 

There it is again.  Low rumbling from jet noise to the south of us.  Disturbing, 

like thunder. 

Low rumble of jet roar just came into our home.  Doors and windows closed, 

and still we hear it and feel it. 

6/26/2018 Tue., S LOPEZ: Overflight - again! 80.5 decibels in the house. 

Friday, June 1, SE Lopez: Morning walk punctuated by DEEP disturbing 

rumbles - the kind that literally shake the body - no where to get away from 

the noise. Larsen, Murray, Cantwell are doing nothing to keep our region 

from being a WAR TRAINING ZONE! 

Extremely loud jet over south Lopez.  The noise starts as a roar, becomes 

more screaming, then to a long deep roar, which is still going on. 

6/12/2018 Tue., S LOPEZ: 10am - 11:30am - 74.6 - 78.4 decibels in the house 

Loud Jet noises started around 10 am, by 1:30 the jet noise  still continues, at 

least 12 times during this time. 

6/20/2018 Wed., S LOPEZ: 10am - 12 pm - Constant roaring. 

Another roar and vibration.  Looks like we might be in for it today. Glad I did 

not invite any company for the holiday. A fine way to promote tourism, eh? 

Could not see because of clouds 

6/19/2018 Tue., S LOPEZ: Overflight, 78.9 decibels in the house 

Jet roaring over Mud Bay, Lopez island, moving from east to west.  The noise 

comes right into my home.  Distracts me from my work. 
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2 growler jets, at 80 decibles flying very low through clouds, again at 10:52 

jets are banking making a very very loud jet noise 

Roaring jet noise jarring our nerves.  It is deep, like thunder around our 

home. 

All morning low rumbling 

awful 

Jet noise in the skies. Sounds like a coal train rolling through my front yard. 

South Lopez. Roaring and rumbling.  This is not acceptable. 

Loud  and quick jet noise at 10:40 and again 10:49 

Noise went on for 30 minutes disrupting our sleep 

6/19/2018 Tue., S LOPEZ: More noise . . . . . . . 

Growler jet just SCREAMED over my home. Went outside and saw it clearly, 

flying east to west.  I AM TRYING TO WORK, yet I am being STRAFFED by jets 

that roar overhead. Cannot concentrate in this warfare environment. 

After reporting a jet overhead two minutes ago, now we are being pestered 

by continuous loud rumblings from Whidbey. Lopez. 

Loud jet overhead. Blocked out music on the radio. 

Jet roaring in the skies South Lopez. Was going to go to Iceberg Point, but 

have decided against it.  The skies are rumbling. So much for having a 

National Monument! Why not call it the National War Zone? 

Loud jet over Mud Bay on Lopez.  Cloudy, so no sighting, but not a 

plane....it's a noisy screaming jet. 

what a jerk — you don’t need to make that much noise but there’s always 

one, right?!  court martial him, pls 

extremely loud 

on a saturday.  no call for this 

The sky is filled with jet noise.  Navy Jets racing around the south end of 

Lopez. Not commercial planes, which do not have a deep rumble.  Too 

cloudy to see. 

6/14/2018 Thur., S LOPEZ: Flight of 2 Growlers overhead - painfully loud 

6/21/2018 Thur., S LOPEZ:  No FCLP scheduled - but the ROAR  begins 

Obsolete jets roaring over our island home spoiling a beautiful summer 

morning � 

Low flying Growler aircraft over my house 

and so we begin another ruined day thx to the navy — such considerate 

neighbors 

6/4/2018: Anacortes ferry landing - Painfully loud. Flight of 2 Growlers. 

still awful — flying these planes near pop’n centers is s disgrace.  we’re not 

the enemy & sick of the collateral damage role.  take it to the unpopulated 

deserts 

11:33am.  South Lopez.  Deep roar and rumble from Whidbey. 

6/22/2018 Fri., S LOPEZ: Trying to work outside : too much Growler noise. 

6/29/2018 Fri., S LOPEZ: 11:39 - 1:48pm, Decibels from 78.6 - 104.8 in the 

house!  Larsen , Murray, Cantwell should be ashamed to receive honor from 

the Navy while their constituents are forced to live in a WAR TRAINING 

ZONE. 

3 growlers in formation flying over south end of Lopez 
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Southend Store, Lopez: 10 - 15 minutes of Screaming noise - overflights of 3 

Growlers and then 2 more. 80 - 90 decibels. Why!!!! do they do this over 

populated areas!!!!!? 

There has been so much roaring from Whidbey this morning.  Like a wall of 

noise moving through the air.  It shakes my body., 

Extremely loud, flying in clouds 

Extremely loud in our office. Everyone stops to figure out what is happening. 

Our interior alarms go off until we realize what it is. It repeats a few minutes 

later. 

3 Growlers flying in formation, low over south Lopez Island, from southeast 

to northwest.  Did 2 big circles over the island, passing over twice and so low 

I could almost see the pilots.  Terrified my dog, a field full of sheep and hurt 

my ears. 

Jets have been flying overhead for over 5 minutes, one after the other, they 

are extremely loud at 11:55, Noon, and again at 1203. At 12:03  the jet was 

lower and below the clouds 

horrendous noise 

Another roar and rumble from Whidbey.  I can feel the vibrations of this 

roaring. 

6/14/2018 Thur., S LOPEZ:  Yet another overflight - 80,3 decibels in the house 

Jet rumblings CONTINUE to emanate from Whidbey, traveling 14 miles right 

into my home. A noisy morning, and now we are moving into the afternoon 

with the Navy invasion. 

Loud jet overhead.  Maybe two.  I am inside and don't see, but the noise is 

LOUD, overriding all other household noise. 

6/5/2018 Tue., S LOPEZ: 12:24pm - 1:30pm.  Sounds like FCLP's - but none 

scheduled. Navy lies again! 

Loud jet overhead. Growler with loud scream and deep following roar.  

Blocks out all other sounds. Talk about terrorism! 

1 after another.  no fclp scheduled so this just cruising around?  senseless & 

deafening & why?  because u can?!! 

Loud disrupting roar of jet lasting 3 minutes 

End of peaceful lunches wih your military zone around us 

Started off with low rumbling then at 12:34 jet noise was very loud. 

Rumbling continues through 1:20 at about 12 per hour, at 2:15 another 12 

was counted 

low rumbling in southeast, noise continued 3 or 4 time, repeating again at 

1:24, 6:17 very loud roar 

Loud jet over Mud Bay, Lopez. Could hear it even though the washing 

machine was spinning and the TV was on.  I was distracted by it, wondering 

what was making this serious noise. Opened the door, and there was the jet 

roaring. 

Jet screaming overhead RIGHT NOW.  Long roaring, characteristic of the 

Growler.  Disturbing.  penetrates our home.  Invades our home.  South 

Lopez. 

We are getting a lot of strange rumbling in he skies, as if the jets are just 

looping around.  It is very disturbing, since the rumbling is deep, echo-ey and 

on-off.  We have a sense that jets are going to come roaring over us at any 

minute. 

Just got buzzed, and I mean buzzed, by a Growler, overhead Mud Bay. 

Screaming and shrieking loud. This is abuse. Seemed to be flying north. 
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6/22/2018 Fri., S LOPEZ: 3 SCREAMING GROWLERS OVERHEAD - Low and 

Loud - no attempt at quiet. 

THREE GROWLER JETS FLYING LOW OVER MUD BAY.   Tremendous scream 

and roar.  Startling. 

Just got buzzed (LOUD LOUD LOUD) by a jet.  Startled me and I lost me train 

of thought for my work. Mud Bay, Lopez. 

ANOTHER loud Navy jet overhead.  Why are we being terrorized by these 

jets? 

6/20/2018 Wed., S LOPEZ: 1:04pm - 2:00pm Steady roars: 75.9 - 82.9 

decibels 

There is a loud roar in the sky right now.  Continuous.  Deep and rumbling,  

sending vibrations through the air.  Now, I hear the jet. 

A big blast (an explosive blast) from Whidbey),  invades our home.  South 

Lopez. 

Rumbling, roaring and vibration coming from Whidbey.  Disturbing. 

Jet rumbling in the sky, not far off.  Annoying, like constant distant thunder. 

South Lopez. 

Now, after a spate of rumbling vibrations from Whidbey, we are getting loud 

jet noise in the skies. South end of Lopez. 

6/13/2018 Wed., S LOPEZ: Flight of 2 Growlers - So Loud! 

1:16pm, June 14. Taking a break from work by sitting outside, and two Navy 

jets in formation come screaming over my head.  Long roaring.  LOW. TOO 

LOUD. Invading us. Mud Bay Lopez. 

Loud jet overhead.  Not a commercial jet..we hardly hear those.  It is the 

Navy jets that are disruptive. 

We are now getting pounded by continuous waves of jet roaring.  As if jets 

are taking off one after the other.  The roaring is distressing. Now I know 

those jets will then come roaring over us.  the terror continues. 

6/13/2018 Wed., S LOPEZ: Overflight - 78.6 decibels in the house - everything 

shaking. 

1:27pm. June 1.  Big roar and vibration from Whidbey. Jet taking off? South 

Lopez 

1:28pm. June 1. A second BIG roar and rumbling vibration hits our home 

from Whidbey. 

1:28pm. Finally had to cut my time outside short. Jet noise in the skies is too 

loud and disturbing. Gives me a headache. Places where people live should 

not be a war zone. South end of Lopez. 

Cloudy, could not see jet 

Could not see jet, noise lasted for about 5 minutes 

Continuous rumbling and vibration coming from NASWI this afternoon. 

LOUD jet roaring overhead, Mud Bay.  Heard a distant rumble with vibration, 

and shortly thereafter a jet was screaming overhead.  Lengthy roar.  Ruined 

my concentration, AGAIN. Just trying to work in my home office. May as well 

live at SeaTac. 

1:35pm. June 13.Loud jet overhead, just south of Mud Bay, heading toward 

Whidbey.  Shrieking noise.  Growler or whatever, it was a Navy jet.  TOO 

LOUD.  GO AWAY! 

Long Long Long jet roar south end of Lopez.  The sky was filled with it.  I had 

to come inside. These Navy jets are not appropriate for a quiet island region, 

a tourist region. 

Pretty much had to listen to engines being tested for over an hour 
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We are experiencing roars from Whidbey and jets flying above us - 

somewhere. It is cloudy. There is noise coming from all different directions.  

It is very annoying. 

6/21/2018 Thur., S LOPEZ:  2-3:35pm Intermittent ROARS. Sounds like FCLP - 

none scheduled. 

2:05pm. Rumble and vibration right now, shaking the air.  This has been a 

noisy day, with jets flying directly overhead, startling me each time. 

6/14/2018 Thur., S LOPEZ: 3rd overflight of the day.  Low and LOUD! 

2:09pm. TWO GROWLERS overhead. Mud Bay. Flying to the west.  TOO 

LOUD.  Disruptive.  The Navy considers us to be nothing.  They pound us with 

jets.  ARROGANT. The roaring is  prolonged. 

ANOTHER NAVY JET ROARS ACROSS OUR SKIES AND INTO OUR HOME.  The 

jet is loud, screaming, with a long roar as it moves away. 

A loud jet streaks across the skies above us. Noise rips into our home. A 

growler by the sound of the noise and the prolonged roar. 

6/20/2018 Wed., S LOPEZ: 2:25, 2:58pm  The WarZone continues . . . 

Excessive jet noise (roaring) in the skies, South Lopez. The jet noise roars 

right into our living room. 

Very long drawn out jet roar overhead.  Mud Bay, Lopez.  It is too cloudy to 

see what is up there, but it has all the noise of the growler.  It just keeps 

going and going. Fills my home with jet noise. 

I am working, so cannot rush outside and see the jet that is screaming above 

us.  But the noise permeates my home and my workspace, and ruins my 

concentration. 

I guessing on the time but loud low flying aircraft flew over Eastsound. 

Disrupted conversations and rather  concerning. 

Now there is ANOTHER jet roaring overhead.  Terrible day of jet noise. I have 

decided to wear headphones to block the noise.  In my own home.  That is a 

disgrace. 

Roaring continues to emanate from Whidbey.  Jets take off? FCLP? 

Whatever, the noise is sent right across here to Mud Bay. That is not right. 

Two twin rotor helicopters flying very low over Eastsound proper (middle of 

town), NE to SW direction. 

Loud jet roaring over Mud Bay for the umpteeth time today.  This is invasive.  

I blame Larsen, Cantwell, Murray for simply not protecting us.  They are in 

the pocket of the military, letting our environment become a war zone. 

We have had a pretty quiet time and now, why now? do you have to send 

the jets into our area? 

4:10 pm noise is 60 to 70 decibels rumbling noise continues from the SW. 

Rumbling continues off and on till 5:30pm 

6/29/2018 Fri., S LOPEZ: 4:12pm and 4:14pm  - MORE ROARING!!!! 

Loud jet over South Lopez. 

6/14/2018 Thur., S LOPEZ:  4th overflight of the day: Too low, too loud 

Very loud jet roar.  Long and deep.  Growlers make life difficult here on 

Lopez.  Always startled, always disturbed. There is not even peace inside. 

Growler shrieking overhead Mud Bay, going west.  Stopped a phone call.  Is 

this what the Navy calls NO IMPACT? 

Unscheduled flight (we were not warned of any practice today). Hard to talk 

over. 

Jets going over our home low anso loud I can’t talk on my phone��� 
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Loud jet roar in the skies.  Deep and long roar.  South Lopez.  4:44pm 

Another jet thundering over south Lopez.  This is irritating and distracting. 

Was outside earlier when hit by an enormous rumble and roar from 

Whidbey. 

June 21, 4:35pm.  Was sitting in the yard after a day of work when suddenly 

hit by a HUGE roar and wall of vibration from Whidbey. The noise of the 

Growlers is unacceptable. 

MORE jet noise.  Yet another jet roaming around creating roaring in our 

skies. Noisy afternoon of jets. We are a war zone. 

6/14/2018 Thur., S LOPEZ: 4:57pm and 5:32pm  More noise, impossible to 

get away from it! 

First the dull throbbing of the P-8 as it slowly flies low over Mud Bay. And the 

rumbling from Whidbey of other jet activity.  All makes for an atmosphere 

outside that is noisy and disturbing.  Have to move dinner inside. 

6/19/2018 Tue., S LOPEZ:  Overflight, 87.6 decibels in the house. Time to get 

the Navy to replace the seals on our windows which are all breaking on the 

SE side of the house. 

we have been blasted with flyovers all day and in the middle of the night last 

night. we were inside during this flyover and had to cover our ears for 

protection. they are lying about the decibel levels we are exposed to. 

Currently being buzzed by growler overhead.  The roar is heard coming, then 

overhead, then a slight pause, and then the long roar as it flies away.  Totally 

disruptive. Drowns out conversation in our home.  Still roaring. 

6/5/2018 Tue., S LOPEZ: 6pm - 7:30pm More noise. More to come. 

6/4/2018 Mon., S LOPEZ: The growling begins - LOUD - house rattling 

6/7/2018 Thur., S LOPEZ: 7pm - 11:30pm - 76 - 82 decibels in side the house. 

Shark Reef, Lopez, June 7, Crazy LOUD GROWLERS!!!!!! OVER THE PARK.  

COMPLETELY mutes all natural sound. Not possible to protect the ears - 

incredibly loud. 

Low rumbling and distant noise of growler jets. I am on a bike and the noise 

continues from Aleck bay to Mud Bay to Hunter Bay to Agate beach. It 

started at 6:56 and didn't stop until 7:34PM. Then 9 more roars until 8:47. 

Sickening roaring cranking up shaking their south side of my home with 

horrible low roaring, feels like earthquake.  Will probably go on for hours- 

deep into the night.  Harmful to many people- great for terrifying an enemy 

country... Anacortes 

6/5/2018 Tue., S LOPEZ: 8:55pm - 9:43pm Constant roaring 

6/6/2018 Wed., S LOPEZ: 9pm - 12:38AM (THUR) I don't know how anyone 

sleeps through this! 

6/14/2018 Thur., S LOPEZ: 9pm - 11:15pm Finally quiet at 11:15pm 

Windows and cabin vibrated from 9:16 to 10:00Pm. Could not talk, could not 

sleep, could not have a conversation with my wife, without being 

interrupted. 

Very Loud, flying low 

6/20/2018 Wed., S LOPEZ: 9:23pm, 9:32pm, 9:57pm, 10:49pm - 11:06pm  

FINALLY QUIET - HOPEFULLY 

6/5/2018 Tue., S LOPEZ: Overflight of 3 Growlers - Insane noise 81,4 in the 

house. Painful. Larsen, Murray and Cantwell should have to live with this.  

Would this be acceptable for their families?!!!! 

There were several extremely loud disruptions, 9:30pm, 10:49PM and again 

at 11:00pm 
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Horrible roaring 

Rumbling heard from inside home. Booming and vibration all afternoon 

disrupted work. 

Village area, Lopez, Huge Blasting and  ROARing periodically for an hour. 

With darkness comes disturbing rumbling from the south- war zone training.  

harming private citizens of western Wa.  Anacortes 

awful 

9:55PM.  Huge roar with a wall of jet noise (vibration) that I felt through the 

floor and through the chair. LATE!!!! 

6/21/2018 Thur., S LOPEZ: STEADY ROAR :  engine testing? 

I heard the aircraft. It was a low rumble and scared the dog. 

9:57pm. House jolted by tremendous rumble and long long long vibration 

from Whidbey.  I was relaxed. Now I am not. First thought is always: Are we 

being bombed? 

Woken from sleep by horrible low frequency roar from the south- vibrating 

the south side of the house.  Marring  sleep is harming health. 

Very loud jet noise, going from 10:00 to 11:00 

6/4/2018 Mon., S LOPEZ: 10 - 11pm - Hideous roaring 

10:22pm. Experiencing a thunder from Whidbey that is vibrating our home. 

Can't even think of sleeping with this going on.  How does the Navy have the 

right to say that they have no noise impact???? This is not acceptable. 

10:23pm.  Very loud jet overhead, South end Lopez.  Navy thinks they can 

disturb the evenings of folks, eh?  Classic growler roar, following by long 

roar. 

6/21/2018 Thur., S LOPEZ: Solid 2 minutes of Roar - then abrupt shut off.  

Engine testing? The Navy has zero consideration for neighbors who are trying 

to sleep, live a peaceful life. 

10:29pm.  Jet rumbling kept me awake.  I decided to submit this report since 

the jets are keeping me awake. 

6/5/2018 Tue., S LOPEZ: 10:35pm - 12:35am (Wed. morning).  Unbelievable  

noise. Larsen, Murray, Cantwell have a created a War Training Zone with no 

consideration to folks who have to live in it. SHAME. 

it’s late. no need for this crap.  really 

It is 10:36. Ready for bed, but the jet noise in the skies is discouraging.  Like 

rolling thunder. Roar after roar after roar. Doors and windows closed and the 

noise invades our home. It is continuing as I write this. It continues. 

Extremely load jet noise starting at 10:37 pm  and then returning at 10:47 

and 10:51 with low rumblings in between. 

10:43pm.  Jet roaring from Whidbey continues.  Delaying going to bed 

because it is too noisy to sleep. This is arrogance from the Navy, running this 

late at night. 

10:55pm.  The night is not quiet.  Jets are rumbling at Whidbey.  Too noisy to 

sleep.  Stop it!!! I have to work tomorrow!!!!  South end of Lopez. 

10:55pm.  This late.... and a LOUD jet is screaming and roaring overhead. 

South Lopez. Are we allowed to sleep? 

ANOTHER LOUD jet overhead, following one just a few minutes earlier.  It is 

after 11pm. What is the Navy thinking?  Oh yes, I know, they are NOT 

thinking. Can't use the word SMART in the same sentence as "Navy". 

From morning until now- after 11 pm, ongoing disruptive noise of growler 

practice at Whidbey NAS. Keeping us from sleep- shame on the Navy for 
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This report is submitted by:   www.quietskies.info. 

Users of the County Aircraft Noise Reporting website enter type of 

loudness, date, time, comments, aircraft type, etc.  Due to the 

variety of devices used to submit data (e.g. desktop, laptop, I-pad, 

smartphone), data such as time of day can be recorded differently.  

Efforts have been made to standardize data; errors in totals are 

estimated to be less than half a percent.  

sacrificing the health and well being of U.S. citizens. Move these practices to 

a non populated area! 

6/21/2018 Thur., S LOPEZ: 11:11 - 11: 25pm ROARING AND BLASTING 

continue - impossible to sleep. 

11:15pm, June 21. LOUD jet swooping overhead South Lopez. Long roar.  

Startled me.  Thank you, Navy, for your efforts to prevent sleep. 

After a day of jet noise abuse, and after being startled by a roaring jet late 

this evening, I now find that we are enduring continuous roaring from 

Whidbey.  It is 11:20pm.  Are we allowed to sleep? 

Extremely loud, vibrating 

Night time disturbance. Lasted about 2.5 minutes 

It's a disturbance, intrusion of noise into a usually quiet area. 

Jet flying right overhead 

Evening. Roaring resumed. It has been so wonderful to have several weeks 

without growlers. It is horrible to hear them again. 

This morning, terrible roaring. Vibration shakes inside body. Dreadful 

sensation. 

Loud low rumble several times this morning. It bothers our livestock and us! 

You have got to be kidding - low flying war jets screaming directly overhead? 

This is TERRIBLE noise. This is extreme  noise pollution  affecting everything 

in the environment. Acoustic noise pollution is now understood. Stop this 

noise please! 

Morning and  evening. Rumble and vibration that shakes my entire body.  

Very painful to  inner ear. 

hard to sleep through the noise last few nights 

Morning. Rumbling and roaring. Painful to inner ear. Unsettling. Horrible 

noise. 

Off and on rumbling today and most of yesterday. Overflights and landing 

practices. 

Jets flying directly over house, measured at 80 decibels 

 

 

http://www.quietskies.info/

